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The Global Tax Reset
Agenda
•

The Global Tax environment

•

Why the BEPS Project?

•

What is BEPS?

•

BEPS Process

•

Impact on BEPS

•

Overview of Selected BEPS Plans

•

What next?
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The Global Tax Reset

Why reset?
•

International tax rules date back to 1920s - limited MNC activity

•

Growth in cross-border trade; MNCs number, size and complexity; digital age
led to complex system of international tax rules

•

Concern over gaps in international tax rules, exploitation of such gaps and ever
increasing pressure for Gov’t to collect additional revenue

Result
Sweeping changes to tax laws and treaties
The Global Tax Reset is a new age of international tax consistency and sharing of
information with and between tax authorities.
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The Global Tax Environment

Increased introduction of morality into tax in recent years
Debate on morality heightened by the financial crisis and political pressure:
•

Belt tightening, tax increases, and wider tax reforms

•

Multinational enterprises seen as paying (or being able to choose to pay) little
tax; unfair burden on individuals and national businesses

•

International tax rules seen as outdated

Tax debate (e.g. BEPS) part of a wider narrative around the developed versus
developing world
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The global tax environment
Strategic tax questions: What is the significance of the debate?

Is this scrutiny limited
to large multinationals?

Why is there
such a focus on certain
U.S. companies?
(inversions)
Is the criticism based
on “fair analysis”?
Is press commentary
leading to an increase in
Tax Authority scrutiny?

What can companies
say about their business model
to help support their position
and defend themselves
from a challenge?
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The Global Tax Environment
Narrowing distinction between avoidance and evasion
OECD definitions:
“Evasion -- generally used to mean illegal
arrangements where liability to tax is hidden or
ignored, i.e. the taxpayer pays less tax than he is
legally obligated to pay by hiding income or
information from the tax authorities.”
“Avoidance -- generally used to describe the
arrangement of a taxpayer's affairs that is
intended to reduce his tax liability and that
although the arrangement could be strictly legal it
is usually in contradiction with the intent of the
law it purports to follow”

Evasion
(illegal)

Evasion
(illegal)

Avoidance & planning
(legal)

Avoidance
(immoral)

& planning
(approved)

“Tax planning --Arrangement of a person's
business and /or private affairs in order to
minimize tax liability.”
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Why the BEPS Project?

Need to update the rules for the taxation of multinationals to
 Reflect changes in the underlying, digitalized, economy
 Ensure that system ‘is’ and ‘is perceived to be’ fair
 Maintain long-standing consensus-based framework

Developing countries heavily
dependent on tax collection
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Increasing speculation that 4%10% Corporate income tax
revenue lost annually
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What BEPS is it all about?
• Work was initiated in 2012 by G20 to combat BEPS, with the OECD mandated
to lead the initiative
• A political response -perception that BEPS causes governments to lose
substantial corporate tax revenue
• Biggest change to the international tax system for years
• 15 specific actions developed to combat BEPS.

“The divorce between the location of
the profits and the location of the value
creation.”
(Pascal Saint-Amans, January 2014)
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BEPS Process

Diagnosis-

Action plans

BEPS Package

Feb 2013

July 2013

October 2015
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BEPS Process
• Developed with broad participation from various countries
• Which countries participated?
34 OECD member countries and 2 OECD
Accession countries (*)
AUSTRALIA
JAPAN
AUSTRIA
KOREA
BELGIUM
LATVIA *
CANADA
LUXEMBOURG
CHILE
MEXICO
COLOMBIA *
NETHERLANDS
CZECH REPUBLIC
NEW ZEALAND
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND
FRANCE

NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
SLOVAK REPUBLIC

GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY
ICELAND
IRELAND
ISRAEL

SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
TURKEY
UNITED KINGDOM
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ITALY

UNITED STATES

8 otherG20
ARGENTINA
BRAZIL
CHINA
INDIA
INDONESIA
RUSSIA
SAUDI ARABIA
SOUTH AFRICA

Other
ALBANIA
AZERBAIJAN
BANGLADES
H
COSTA RICA
CROATIA
GEORGIA
JAMAICA
KENYA
LITHUANIA

MALAYSIA
MOROCCO
NIGERIA
PERU
PHILLIPINES
SENEGAL
SINGAPORE
TUNISIA
VIETNAM
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Summary of BEPS Action Plans
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The Global Tax Reset
BEPS – the accelerator of change
BEPS Project
Objectives

Updating tax regimes to
deal with the
modern/Digital economy

Preventing profits being
artificially transferred to
low tax locations

Financing

Areas of Focus

Country by Country
Reporting

Intangibles/Business Structures

Transfer Pricing–value generation

Tax Authority
Response

Increasing transparency
and standardization of
documentation

Transfer Pricing
Documentation

Addressing the approach of tax authorities to multinational companies/Risk of Tax Audits

Review Future Tax Strategy
Clear Tax Governance
and Policy
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Tougher tax audits

Greater tax compliance
burden

Structuring opportunities
within responsible tax
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What Next on BEPS

“… We, therefore strongly urge the timely implementation of the project and
encourage all countries and jurisdictions, including developing ones, to participate.
To monitor the implementation of the BEPS project globally, we call on the OECD
to develop an inclusive framework by early 2016 with the involvement of interested
non-G20 countries and jurisdictions which commit to implement the BEPS project,
including developing economies, on an equal footing …”

G20 Leaders
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KRA
Perspective
BEPS Actions
plans in Kenya
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BEPS
Implementation
Overview

Doris Gichuru
Transfer pricing
Deloitte East Africa
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Implementation of BEPS measures –
Transfer pricing rules
Changes in OECD’s transfer pricing guidelines
−Implementation of measures on pricing of intangibles, intragroup services, costcontributing arrangements and commodity transactions
−Adopted directly in the OECD’s transfer pricing guidelines with immediate effect
Changes in domestic legislation
−Several measures may be implemented in domestic legislation e.g. LOB clause
−Recommendations versus minimum standards
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Implementation of BEPS measures –
Multilateral treaty
Changes in tax treaties – the introduction of a multilateral treaty (Action 15)
−Several measures call for changes in the OECD Model Tax Convention and bilateral
tax treaties in force
−As there is more than 3000 tax treaties in force, a renegotiation of all treaties to
implement BEPS measures would take decades
−OECD propose to implement the changes through a multilateral treaty open for all
countries
•

So far over 90 countries has reported that they intend to participate (incl. Kenya)

•

Inaugural meeting in November 2015

•

The treaty is expected to be open for signature by the end of 2016

−The treaty will change all treaties between parties committing to the treaty
−The treaty will have alternative solutions, opt-ins and opt-outs
© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Implementation of BEPS measures – limiting
interest deduction
Limiting interest deductions (Action 4)
The purpose of OECD´s Final report on Action 4 is to limit base erosion involving
interest deductions and other financial payments
The report is a recommendation regarding best practice, not a mandatory
minimum standard

The recommended interest limitation rules will apply both to interest paid to related
parties and to third parties
The recommended approach is that countries should limit interest deductions to a
fixed percentage of earnings before interest, tax and depreciations (EBITDA)
•

Benchmark fixed ratio -a best practice corridor of 10-30 % of EBITDA

•

Option for group ratio
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BEPS Action 6: Prevent Treaty Abuse

Purposes of DTAs
Main objective of DTAs is to avoid double taxation but not exclude taxation
Tax Treaty System Allocates tax rights – Includes right not to tax to prevent ‘double
taxation’ & encourage foreign investment
Hence a more balanced approach is needed – it is the “misuse” that is the aim for
the changes, not legit structures
Post BEPS
•

Now also to end ‘double non-taxation’ & harmful tax practices

Misuse or “treaty shopping” is one of the main ‘mischiefs’ - taking advantage of
“better” tax treaties to lower the total tax burden for the multinational group.
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BEPS Action 6: Prevent treaty abuse
Consideration

Overview of proposals

A-Treaty shopping

Limitation On Benefits clause (LOB)
Principal Purpose Test rule (General Anti Abuse rule)

A-Other situations where a
person seeks to circumvent
treaty limitations

Dividend transfer transactions (for reduction of WHT on dividends)
Sale of shares of real estate companies
Tie breaker rule
Triangular situation : Permanent establishment situated in third states
Other situations : to be covered by other Actions

A-Cases where a person
tries to circumvent the
provisions of domestic tax
law using treaty benefits

Precision as a general principle that the purpose of treaties is not to
restrict the taxation by a State of its own residents – except for specific
cases to be listed in the treaty – so allows the application of anti-abuse
rules by the contracting states for their residents

B - Clarification that tax
treaties are not intended to
be used to generate double
non-taxation

Statements that avoiding tax evasion and avoidance is also a purpose
of the treaty (change of title, of the preamble and of the introduction of
the Model Convention)

C - Tax policy considerations
that countries should
consider before deciding to
enter into a tax treaty
© 2016 Deloitte & Touche

Insert in the Introduction to the OECD Model a section C “Tax policy
considerations that are relevant to the decision of whether to enter into a
tax treaty or amend an existing treaty”
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Action 6: Prevent treaty abuse
Proposals considered as too wide-ranging and in some areas go further than what
is needed to prevent abuse.
 In particular:
The insertion of both LOB and PPT is being criticized (LOB is too inflexible PPT is too uncertain)

Kenya perspective
Introduction of the LOB in Income Tax Act, which impacts many Cos that rely on
tax treaties to receive reduced WHT.
ACTION 6
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Action 7: Permanent Establishment (“PEs”)

•

Action 7 aims to prevent the artificial avoidance of PE through redefining the
threshold for creating a PE including a focus on the use of commissionaires

•

May result to double taxation through attribution of profits to PEs
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Action 7: Likely impact on BEPS
Fixed place of business

Commissionaire activities

Consideration on
arrangements could
convert
commissionaires/agents to
PEs

Joint computation of
permanency, personnel
of the local affiliate may
trigger PE (splitting of
contracts)

PEs
Aggregation of stripped
Warehousing by the POC
could be considered a PE may functions and risk in the
same jurisdiction may
no longer qualify as auxiliary
trigger PE
activity
Auxiliary activities
30
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Artificial fragmentation

BEPS & Transfer
Pricing
Practical
Recommendations
Billy Joubert
Transfer Pricing Leader
Deloitte Africa
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The Global Tax Reset
Practical Recommendations
Agenda
•

Overview of BEPS project- SA perspective

•

Action 8: Intangibles

•

Action plan 10: Low value services

•

Action 13: TP documentation & CbC reporting
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The Global Tax Reset
What are the impacts?
Business
Impact

Financing &
Treasury

Centralization
of IP

• Trademark/IP company
• Centralization of professional expertise
leads to stronger businesses & greater
profitability
• Value and functions
• Shared service centers

TP
Methodology

• Arm’s length moving towards profit split
and rewarding value add
• Value of capital provider challenged

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche

Risk
Profile

• Hybrids and interest deductions

Supply Chain

TP
Documentation
& CbC
Reporting

ETR
Impact

• Country-by-Country Reporting
• Master and Local File
• Compliance cost/systems
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The Global Tax Reset
SA perspective
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Practical recommendations
• Liaison offices- review of functions performed by liaison offices function may not
be considered auxiliary,

• Commissionaires

• Limited risk distributors

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 8: Intangibles
Overview of the aspects covered in the final reports
•

Wider definition of “intangibles”

•

Comparability factors, location savings, assembled workforce, and MNE group
synergies

•

Six step analytical framework

•

Development, Enhancement, Maintenance, Protection and Exploitation
(DEMPE) functions

•

Hard-to-Value Intangibles (HTVIs)

•

Cost-Contribution Arrangements (CCAs)

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 8: How to determine rights to returns?
• Emphasis on functions performed, assets used and risk incurred
• Transfer pricing outcomes in line with value creation

Steps in
determining
intangible
returns

Important
functions

37
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Identify “IP”
legal owner

Design and
control of
research and
marketing
programs

Identify party
performing
important
functions

Confirm
conduct of the
parties
consistent with
contracts

Identify the
controlled
transaction
related to the
important
functions

Determine the
arm’s length
price for the
important
functions

Management and
control of budgets

Control over
strategic decisions
over intangible
development

Important
decisions
regarding defense
and protection

Ongoing quality
control
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Risk issue

• Decreases the importance of contractual allocations of risk
• Increases emphasis on substance of a transaction and how the parties’
functions generate value for the MNE – “Detailed Functional Analysis”

• Focuses on managing and controlling risk
• Risk management comprises both the capability to manage risk along with the
decision making function in responding to risk in three areas
 Ability to make or decline risk-bearing opportunities
 Ability to respond to risks as they arise
 Ability to employ risk mitigation strategies
• Financial capacity to bear risk is relevant but not determinative
• Risk transfer is only likely to take place where the transferee is well placed or
better placed to manage risk
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Non-recognition and re-characterization
Previously, non recognition or re-characterization permitted in very limited
circumstances
 Transaction not seen between independent parties
 Structure impedes determination of price
Current Environment
• Transaction should be respected for transfer pricing purposes only if it has the
“fundamental economic attributes of arrangements between unrelated parties and
commercial rationality”
 Both parties should be better off from a financial and commercial perspective
• A transaction that leaves the group worse off on a pre-tax basis can be seen as
transaction that lacks fundamental attributes of an arrangement between
unrelated parties
Rationale for this approach
• MNEs can fragment their operations into multiple entities
• Consequences of fragmented allocating of assets, risks, and functions to these
entities can be overridden by control
© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Practical recommendations
• Payment of royalties - more focus on managing and controlling risks relating to
ownership of IP
• Functions performed by the local entities in developing IP e.g. for trademarks –
sales and marketing functions of the local entity
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Action 10: Low value adding intra-group
services
Action 10 focuses on reduction of base erosion through excessive management
fees and head office expenses
Highlights
•

Guidance on low value services definition, rates, etc.

•

Simplified approach on determination of charges

•

Proposed range of mark-up (2-5%)

•

Practical application may be affected if countries outside the G20/OECD decide
not to adopt the proposals
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Low value adding services – definition
•

Supportive in nature

•

Not part of the core business of the group

•

Do not use creative intangibles

•

Do not involve significant risk
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Low value adding intra-group services
Simplified determination of charges - Calculate following these steps :
•

Step 1: Pool all cost according to category of service and identify cost centres
used in creating the pool

•

Step 2: Identify and remove from the pool costs attributable to services performed
solely for one entity (these are recharged directly to that entity)

•

Step 3: Select an allocation key and allocate the costs in the pool among the
group entities

•

Step 4: Apply a mark-up of between 2-5% to all costs in the pool
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Practical recommendations
1.

Adoption of a simplified group approach (if the group opts to adopt the
approach. This will entail:

• Greater global coordination of cost pooling and allocation of services
• Additional compliance in the year of adoption so as to establish the
appropriate cost pools, allocation keys and documentation

2.

Standardised documentation requirements – this is unlikely with the
current approach by the revenue authorities to request for extensive TP
documentation

3.

On the flip side, there is need to demonstrate that services provided by
Kenyan Hubs are low value adding services

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 13: TP documentation & CbC
Objectives of transfer pricing documentation

ENSURE CONSIDERATION OF TP REQUIREMENTS

1

Taxpayers must give appropriate consideration to TP
requirements in establishing prices and in reporting
the income derived from intercompany transactions
in their tax returns.

TP RISK ASSESSMENT

2
3
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Provide tax administrations with the information
necessary to conduct an informed TP risk
assessment.

TP AUDIT

Provide tax administrations with useful information to
employ in conducting a TP audit. Additional
information might be delivered during audit progress.
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New documentation guidelines: a 3-tiered
:approach
Country-by-Country Template
• Key financial information on all group members on an aggregate country
basis with an activity code for each member
Master File
• Key information about the group's global operations including a highlevel overview of a company’s business operations along with important
information on a company’s global transfer pricing policies with respect
to intangibles and financing
Master

Master

Local File
• Information and support of the intercompany transactions that the local
company engages in with related parties

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Action 13: TP Documentation & CbC reporting
Country by Country reporting
•

To be prepared by ultimate parent company (no public disclosure)

•

Flexibility for best source of data (consolidated, local GAAP, etc.). Consistent from
year to year

•

Data aggregated on country-by-country basis (simple addition), together with a
list of entities (and PE) by country of residence and indication of their activities

•

CbC template is intended to be used for risk assessment purposes only

•

CbC report is not conclusive evidence on whether transfer prices are or are not
appropriate

47
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CbC Reporting- Templates

48
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CbC Reporting- Templates

49
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Practical recommendations
1. Gaps and inconsistencies in TP policies & related implementation
• Conduct more active monitoring and review of TP policies and their
implementation
• Address potential gaps before needing to file the CbC template
(potentially using technology solutions)
2.

Profit apportionment•

Review activities of company to determine reasons for disproportionate
earning.

•

Determine why profit split is not the best method if one party earns
disproportionately more from a transaction than the other

© 2016 Deloitte & Touche
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Global Tax Reset
and BEPS
Is your
organisation ready?
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How will BEPS impact your business?
1.

Although BEPS is aimed at greater international tax consistency - there will
still be tax competition in a number of areas even after the implementation
of BEPS because countries want to retain their competitive ability to attract
multinational businesses

2.

Some tax authorities have started assessing and auditing organizations as
though BEPS and other proposed rules had already been enacted and have
the force of law

3.

The new rules will affect more than the tax practices of organizations with
multinational operations – they will have broad-based business and
operational impacts.
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How will BEPS impact your business?
Companies will need to address the following issues:
1.

Increased transparency, reporting and compliance + increased
aggressiveness of some tax authorities = greater costs to manage tax risks

2.

Reputational risk, especially for companies operating in the consumer and
resource sectors due to public criticism for their tax policies

3.

Review commercial “substance” in various jurisdictions to ensure it is
commensurate with the level of income and nature of the operations – may
require relocation of people/functions/assets

4.

May require some companies to change their operating model to minimize
the negative impacts of the new transfer pricing and BEPS rules.
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How to navigate the new tax environment
Issues for boards to consider (Source International Corporate Governance
Network).

1.

Increasingly important for board to set the right tone on tax strategy: a tone
that’s both prudent and sustainable. Determine the tax risk appetite

2.

Boards should have sufficient expertise to understand tax strategy and its
implications, particularly for long-term profitability and value.

3.

Obtain advice to properly evaluate the organization’s tax strategy

4.

Public disclosure of company’s tax practices – policy, commitment, total tax
contribution
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BEPS & Transfer
Pricing
Panel Discussion
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John Kuria, Associate Director – Tax
Deloitte East Africa
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